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Visual ProtoStack uses emulated protocols to control and
observe communication between devices. It supports
devices to be emulated. It has a working model for
devices emulation, the API which allows working with
devices and a viewer which is used to manage the used
devices. It also has preconfigured protocols which can be
used with ease. Visual ProtoStack supports both the
protocols which are supported by the API. It supports
emulation of the MAC, IP, ARP, TCP, UDP, ICMP,
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DHCP, and DNS protocols. Supported protocols: L2
protocol, ARP, IP, TCP, UDP, ICMP, DHCP, DNS L3
protocol, IPv6, IPv4, MPLS, BGP L4 protocol, HTTP,
CoAP Application layer protocol, HTTP, CoAP, MQTT
VoIP protocol, SIP, SIPs, H.323 Video and VoIP
signaling, RTP, SRTP, SIPs, H.323 Media players,
RTSP, RTMP Media recorders, RTMP, RTSP Media,
RTP, SRTP, SIPs, H.323 Generic RTC, IETF, SDP,
CAMEL, H.248 Network Impairment, TCP, ICMP,
IGMP NIC, IEEE802.11, IEEE802.15, Bluetooth
Applications, TTS, GSM, GPRS, 2G, 3G, 4G, LTE,
802.11, 802.15.4, H.323, SIP, SIPs, H.248, RTP, SRTP,
SDP, CAMEL, H.245 IoT, CoAP, HTTP, MQTT
Camera, Webcam, TTS, GSM, GPRS, 2G, 3G, 4G, LTE,
802.11, 802.15.4, H.323, SIP, SIPs, H.248, RTP, SRTP,
SDP, CAMEL, H.245 Tone generation, detection, and
the ability to record and replay the tones. The RTC
model allows you to set one device in simulcast mode.
RTC can also be used for controlled SIP calls with
TURN. In simulcast mode, the simulcast call is active on
all devices simulating a mobile phone. It is also possible
to use a E2E model to make
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Visual ProtopStack is a very efficient emulation and
measurement toolkit for testing protocols and devices for
L2/L3/L4/appl. layer protocols. It has a well-documented
design, a set of APIs for protocol and utility emulation,
as well as a large number of parameters that can be used
to define various network and emulation scenarios. For
performance and ease of use it comes with a console
application, a Windows and Linux GUI (Graphical User
Interface) application, as well as a set of Ruby and
Python scripts, to be used as a controller, and an agent or
utility emulator. The console application can be used to
control both the agent and the utility, and will help the
user to define and run multiple network scenarios. The
GUI application can be used to define and run the same
scenarios, as well as start and stop agent and utility
instances. The Ruby and Python scripts will be executed
by the console, and will start and stop the agent and
utility emulator instances, collect the results, and
visualize them. With regard to the agent emulation,
Visual ProtoStack supports nearly any combination of
media layers, physical layer, as well as network layer, and
it can be controlled from the console. Additionally, the
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utility can act as a proxy for the entire path of the clientserver communication. There are a set of parameters that
can be used to define various server configurations, such
as send, receive, and buffer size. The agent and the utility
can be easily emulated, and as a rule of thumb a LAN
emulation will be two to three times faster than a physical
network. The measuring parameters can be controlled by
the console, the GUI, or the scripts. The measuring data
can be collected in real time, and also saved to a file for
later analysis. Visual ProtoStack is completely
compatible with Visual Studio, and the release package
contains a complete set of C++ and C# sample
applications. Once the emulated network is created it can
be monitored for performance and quality, and while
emulating individual devices such as the CoAP server,
the UDP and TCP servers, and the IPv4 and IPv6 stacks,
the controller can emulate the traffic between them as
well. There is a set of tools that can be used to measure
the network, and the data can be collected and saved in a
tabular format or in a graphical representation.
Additionally, the traffic can be played back in real time,
and there are different metrics that can be taken into
consideration. Multiple layers can be emulated
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Licensing: All publications and information gathered on
this website are licensed under Creative Commons
Attribution 4.0. The material can be downloaded and
used by anyone free of charge for non-commercial
purposes. Please also refer to our ToS and ToC, and
credit this website if you use our tools and publications.
Independently verified and approved by: * Geeke,
Marten (2017-12-10): What is Visual Props? Visual
Props is a visual editor, application, and WYSIWYG
application to help you create your own interactive or
practical representation of real world objects. You can
then use these visual representations of real world objects
to virtually interact with and train your colleagues. Visual
Props is the idea of a team of Dutch people who felt that
they were unable to communicate in the new world of
work, and that there was a need to bridge the gap
between the physical and virtual world. Visual Props was
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designed to be as simple as possible, and it should also be
possible for everybody to use. Visual Props is easy to use
and that the training time is short. Finally, Visual Props
should be kept free of charge. Visual Props is developed
by Goervers. Who? Goervers is a team of people,
responsible for all aspects of Visual Props. Goervers
works for business, government, educational institutes, as
well as academic and research institutes. Goervers can
guarantee the development of Visual Props by
continuously improving its software, with many eyes
looking at it. It has all the experience you can expect.
How to use Visual Props? When you start Visual Props
for the first time, you will be presented with the first
screen. The goal of the first screen is to offer you the
help you need to get started. We have therefore provided
you with a few options for both demonstration and
training purposes. 1. Demo. You can see the applications
that are used in Visual Props, as well as the parts and
characteristics that can be configured. 2. Help. You can
see the definitions of the methods and properties. 3.
Tutorial. Visual Props comes with a free online tutorial
that will help you with the basics. When you start Visual
Props for the first time, you will be presented with the
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first screen. The goal of the first screen is to offer you
the help you need to get started. We have therefore
provided you with a few options for both demonstration
and training purposes.When you start Visual Props for
the first time, you will be presented with the first screen.
The goal of the first screen is to offer you the help you
need to get started. We have therefore provided you with
a few options for both demonstration and training
purposes. This
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System Requirements For Visual ProtoStack:

Windows XP, Vista, or Windows 7 1 GB RAM (2 GB
RAM Recommended) 2 GB Hard Disk Space DirectX
9.0 15 GB of available space on your hard disk What's
New: • You can now use your Drone4DJ controller and a
DJ PHAZER and PHAZER-2 to mix music using the
latest DJ software from PHAZER. • If you use a DJ
controller and DJ software other than the latest DJ
software from PHAZER, you may have
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